ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study is: (1) To learn online learning through google classroom on sub point economics subject of economics in the X IIS 1 Student Of SMA Negeri 17 Bandung City; (2) To find out the results of student study on sub point economics subject of economics in the X IIS 1 Student Of SMA Negeri 17 Bandung City; (3) To provide information on the influence of online learning through google classroom on sub point economics subject of economics in the X IIS 1 Student Of SMA Negeri 17 Bandung City. The approach used in the study is quantitative using survey methods and data collection techniques of questionnaire and test and data processing techniques are used to help SPSS and Microsoft Excel. The hypothesis in this study is “There has been an influence of online learning through google classroom on sub point economics subject of economics in the X IIS 1 Student Of SMA Negeri 17 Bandung City”. The study has shown: (1) Online learning through google classroom on sub point economics subject of economics in the X IIS 1 Student Of SMA Negeri 17 Bandung City was categorized perfectly with a 4.42 score; (2) Results of student study on sub point economics subject of economics in the X IIS 1 Student Of SMA Negeri 17 Bandung City was categorized well with the average value of daily exams sub point economics by 95 or 3.80; (3) The result of the study suggest that there is an influence in online learning through google classroom on the results of student study on sub point economics subject of economics in the X IIS 1 Student Of SMA Negeri 17 Bandung City by 22.8%.
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